New Roads is offering a Remote Summer Program across Elementary, Middle and Upper School from June 21 - July 30. Class sizes and spaces are limited.

Whether for enrichment, core academic skill consolidation, credit recovery or acceleration, our Remote Summer Program offerings continue the level of care, connection, community and neuroscience-informed pedagogy that have been hallmarks of our transition to remote learning and that are foundational to the New Roads human-centered system of education. As always, the needs (academic, physical, social and emotional) of our young people are central to the design of this program for optimal learning and outcomes.

Comments we received last year about our remote summer program included:

“Each of the teachers engaged my child for the entire class period and expanded their related skill set. Thank you.”

“Bob is an incredible teacher who is very intelligent and was very creative in overcoming the difficult obstacle of teaching a hands-on subject remotely.”

“The classes were wonderful.”

“It’s our first summer at this school. I’m very impressed as a mom as to how well the class was taught. My son learned a lot and got very good test grades as a result... :)”

**SUMMER CLASS EXAMPLES**

**Credit Recovery/Acceleration**
- Chemistry
- US History
- Geometry
- Intermediate Algebra & Trig
- Honors Precalculus

**Skills Focused**
- Foundational Math
- Foundational Algebra
- Adv Foundational Algebra
- Reading & Writing Bootcamp
- Writer’s Workshop

**Enrichment**
- Intuitive Art
- Yoga / Mindfulness
- Debate
- Mythbusters (STREAM)
- Film Theory & Production

All classes are recorded allowing flexibility for students to access material if unforeseen circumstances arise (eg. travel, visiting family, illness) and they have to miss a class/es.

VISIT

www.newroads.org/summer

Email Jimmy Morrissey (summer@newroads.org), Summer Program Director, if you have further questions.